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Let’s look then at what the ‘Auckland effect’ actually means. 
  

 
  
You might hear talk about how in previous property cycles the rest of New Zealand tends to follow 
Auckland. That is mostly true. But, in fact in some cycles, the rest of the country led and Auckland 
followed. But that’s not the point. The point is that the whole country has tended to move similarly. 
But this time it’s different. Most are picking that the current rise in Auckland values is not due simply 
to economic factors, but due instead to a rather large housing shortage. A shortage not shared 
elsewhere across the country. 
  
So the ‘Auckland effect’ we are seeing is something different. Perhaps without precedent. 
  
 
 



 
 
This time the rise in Auckland values will get to the point where local buyers and investors are priced 
out of the market and start to consider alternatives. 
  
As I see it, these come in a few forms. 
  
One is people reaching retiring age, cashing up their Auckland property (or properties), and moving 
somewhere more affordable. I’m picking this will help explain the influx of Aucklanders to Tauranga. 
  
Then there are people with jobs in Auckland, who are now looking further afield with a longer 
commute. That has kicked Pukekohe along lately and may now be spreading into Waikato District to 
places like Tuakau, Pokeno and even Huntly. Would people commute to Auckland from Hamilton in 
greater numbers and does that explain Hamilton’s recent rise in value? Clearly some Hamiltonian’s 
commute to Auckland, but is the increase in Aucklander purchases there a sign of a big increase in 
that? Could be, but I’m still doubtful…. 
  
Which brings us to people who are now moving out of Auckland for a new life elsewhere. That means 
finding a new job or maybe starting a new business in your new home town. I have heard stories of 
working age people moving to Tauranga and Hawkes Bay. However, I also suspect that people have 
been moving from large cities to ‘lifestyle’ areas for decades, so the trick is whether these anecdotes 
represent a big increase in people doing this. 
  
Then you have investors, who will now seek to purchase outside Auckland. That could be either 
because of the new LVR speed limits that require investors in Auckland to have a 30% deposit, and/or 
because investors are looking outside Auckland for better rental yields. 
  
I think it is very likely that Aucklanders are moving and investing outside of Auckland. But does this 
necessarily have to translate into rising prices? If they are adding more demand into local areas than 
supply, then the answer is yes. If they have cash from an Auckland house sale and are prepared to 
outbid locals to secure a property they like, then the answer is yes again. But if they are moving, doing 
their due diligence on properties and paying the local market rates, then the answer is no. Just 
because Aucklanders who move or buy outside of Auckland, does not automatically mean values will 
increase. 
  
So when you hear about the ‘Auckland effect’ have a think about what it might really mean for your 
area, and whether it is more or less likely. 
  
 


